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The quantum instanton approximation for thermal rate constants of chemical reactions #Miller,
Zhao, Ceotto, and Yang, J. Chem. Phys. 119, 1329 !2003"$, which is modeled after the earlier
semiclassical instanton approach, is applied to the hydrogen abstraction reaction from methane by
a hydrogen atom, H!CH4!H2!CH3 , using a modified and recalibrated version of the Jordan–
Gilbert potential surface. The quantum instanton rate is evaluated using path integral Monte Carlo
approaches based on the recently proposed implementation schemes #Yamamoto and Miller, J.
Chem. Phys. 120, 3086 !2004"$. The calculations were carried out using the Cartesian coordinates
of all the atoms !thus involving 18 degrees of freedom", thereby taking explicit account of rotational
effects of the whole system and also allowing the equivalent treatment of the four methane
hydrogens. To achieve such a treatment, we present extended forms of the path integral estimators
for relevant quantities that may be used for general N-atom systems with any generalized reaction
coordinates. The quantum instanton rates thus obtained for the temperature range T
"200–2000 K show good agreement with available experimental data, which gives support to the
accuracy of the underlying potential surface used. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
#DOI: 10.1063/1.1641006$

I. INTRODUCTION

The accurate and efficient calculation of chemical reac-
tion rates is one of the prime objectives of theoretical reac-
tion dynamics. At sufficiently high temperature, and particu-
larly for reactions involving the motion of heavy atoms, a
classical description of nuclear motion is adequate, so that
classical molecular dynamics can be used to obtain accurate
rate constants. At low temperature, and for reactions involv-
ing the motion of light atoms !i.e., hydrogen", however,
quantum effects can be quite significant. Fortunately, the
transition state theory !TST" assumption of no recrossing
dynamics is usually valid at not too high temperatures, and
also fortunately, this TST approximation typically becomes
better1 the more complex !i.e., larger" the molecular system.
To be quantitative at moderate to low temperatures, however,
one needs a quantum version of TST, and here, unfortu-
nately, no such rigorous theory exist !though there are a
number of useful approximate approaches".2–12

A recent paper13 !referred to hereafter as Paper I" has
presented a new and more rigorous quantum version of TST,
referred to as the quantum instanton !QI" approximation be-
cause of its relation to an earlier semiclassical !SC" TST14
that became known as the instanton model.15 The derivation
of the QI rate expression relies only on the steepest descent
relation between the Boltzmann operator and the microca-
nonical density operator; its primary attractiveness is that it

requires no assumption of a reaction !or tunneling" path, all
necessary information being contained in the !quantum"
Boltzmann operator. Application to several one-dimensional
!1D" and two-dimensional !2D" model problems showed the
QI rate to be accurate to #20% over the whole temperature
range, from the ‘‘deep’’ tunneling regime at low temperature
to the regime of over-barrier dynamics at high temperature,
applying equally well to asymmetric as well as symmetric
potentials.

Since the quantum instanton rate is expressed solely in
terms of the Boltzmann operator, it can be evaluated even for
quite complex molecular systems via well-established tech-
niques of imaginary time path integrals. A subsequent
paper16 !referred to as Paper II" has explored details of the
path integral implementation of the QI rate theory, in which
a series of statistical estimators for relevant quantities have
been presented that can be used with any nonlinear reaction
coordinates and general Cartesian Hamiltonian. The methods
developed there were applied to the simplest gas-phase reac-
tion D!H2!DH!H, which showed very good agreement
with results of quantum scattering calculations.

In the present paper we apply the QI methodology de-
veloped in Paper II to the gas-phase H!CH4!H2!CH3
reaction, and also extend the previous approach to more gen-
eral situations !Sec. II". All the calculations are performed in
terms of the Cartesian coordinates of all the atoms !i.e., 18
degrees of freedom"; this is the usual approach in molecular
dynamics of complex systems, e.g., in condensed phases.
This thus imposes no restrictions or approximations on thea"Electronic mail: miller@cchem.berkeley.edu
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translational or rotational motions of the whole system. !The
overall center of mass motion cancels out, of course, so that
the rate constant is equivalent to that obtained if one elimi-
nates the center of mass motion beforehand." We also treat
the four methane hydrogens in a symmetric manner, which is
found to be rather straightforward in the present approach.
The results presented in Sec. III show the QI rate to agree
with experimental rates within the uncertainty of the latter,
thus presenting support for the accuracy of the underlying
potential surface used !see below".

Quantum dynamical studies of the H!CH4 reaction
have become possible only very recently, because it involves
12 internal degrees of freedom and thus poses significant
difficulties to quantum dynamics calculations as well as con-
struction of the potential surface. In 1995, Jordan and
Gilbert17 constructed an analytical potential surface which
corrected and recalibrated the earlier potential surface by Jo-
seph et al.18 that was not symmetric with respect to the four
methane hydrogens. Using the Jordan–Gilbert !JG" surface,
Takayanagi19 first reported a reduced three-dimensional
model study in 1996, and Yu and Nyman20 performed a four-
dimensional !4D" calculation in 1999. Soon after that, a
number of theoretical studies followed21–30 including the
semirigid vibrating rotor target !SVRT" model,22 and in 2000
an impressive full-dimensional !i.e., 12D" calculation was
first carried out by Huarte-Larranaga and Manthe25–28 using
the multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree !MCTDH"
approach. The resulting converged quantum rates were also
used to test the accuracy of conventional TST with multidi-
mensional tunneling corrections.29,30 Because many of the
dynamical calculations above suggested that the JG surface
is not sufficiently accurate to reproduce the experimental
rates, Espinosa-Garcia31 constructed a new surface in 2002
by recalibrating the JG surface with updated kinetic and ab
initio quantum chemical information as well as correcting
the remaining asymmetry of the JG surface pertaining to the
methane hydrogens. In the present paper we employ the
newly constructed surface by Espinosa-Garcia to allow for
the fully symmetric treatment of the four methane hydrogens
in the rate calculations.

II. GENERAL METHODOLOGY
A. Summary of the quantum instanton approximation

We first summarize the working expressions of the quan-
tum instanton approximation !see Paper I for their detailed
derivations". For a general chemical reaction that involves N
atoms in three-dimensional space, the Hamiltonian for the
3N Cartesian degrees of freedom is

Ĥ"%
i"1

N p̂i
2

2mi
!V! r̂1 , r̂2 ,. . . , r̂N", !2.1"

where ri denotes the Cartesian coordinates of the ith atom
and mi its atomic mass. The quantum instanton !QI" model
gives the thermal rate constant as

kQI!T ""
1
Qr

C ff!0 "
!&

2
'

(H , !2.2"

where Qr is the reactant partition function per unit volume,
C ff(0) is the zero time value of the flux–flux correlation
function as defined by Miller, Schwartz, and Tromp !gener-
alized to the case of two separate dividing surfaces",32

C ff! t ""tr#e$)Ĥ/2F̂ae$)Ĥ/2eiĤt/'F̂be$iĤt/'$ , !2.3"

where ) is the inverse temperature 1/(kBT), and F̂a and F̂b
are the flux operators given by

F̂*"
i
'

#Ĥ ,h!+*! r̂""$

"%
i"1

N 1
2mi

,p̂i•-i+*! r̂".!+*! r̂""

!.!+*! r̂""-i+*! r̂"•p̂i/ !2.4"
with *"a ,b . In Eq. !2.4", r represents a collective vector
(r1 ,r2 ,. . . ,rN), -i"0/0ri , and +a(r) and +b(r) define two
separate dividing surfaces via the equations +a(r)"0 and
+b(r)"0, both +a(r) and +b(r) being positive !negative" on
the product !reactant" sides of the dividing surfaces. (H in
Eq. !2.2" is a specific type of energy variance !i.e., (H2

"1Ĥ22$1Ĥ22), given by

(H2"
tr#(̂ae$)Ĥ/2Ĥ2(̂be$)Ĥ/2$$tr#(̂ae$)Ĥ/2Ĥ(̂be$)Ĥ/2Ĥ$

tr#(̂ae$)Ĥ/2(̂be$)Ĥ/2$
!2.5"

with (̂a and (̂b being a modified version of the Dirac delta function defined by

(̂*"(!+*! r̂""3.!+*! r̂""!%
i"1

N 1
mi

!-i+*! r̂""2 !*"a ,b ". !2.6"

In the actual implementation of the quantum instanton
model, it is convenient to rewrite (H of Eq. !2.5" in a more
compact form as

(H"'!$
C̈dd!0 "

2Cdd!0 "
" 1/2, !2.7"

where Cdd(0) and C̈dd(0) are the zero time value and its
second derivative, respectively, of the ‘‘delta–delta’’ correla-
tion function Cdd(t) defined by

Cdd! t ""tr#e$)Ĥ/2(̂ae$)Ĥ/2eiĤt/'(̂be$iĤt/'$ . !2.8"
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One notable feature of the quantum instanton approxi-
mation in Eq. !2.2" is the use of two separate dividing sur-
faces. These two dividing surfaces correspond qualitatively
to the turning point surfaces of the periodic orbit that runs on
an upside-down potential surface in imaginary time !i.e., the
‘‘instanton’’". Based on the semiclassical considerations on
the periodic orbit,13 we determine the location of the two
dividing surfaces by requiring that Cdd(0) be stationary with
respect to their location, namely, we choose them so that the
stationary !or variational" condition

0

0ck
Cdd!0;,ck/""0, !2.9"

is satisfied for all the parameters ,ck/ that are involved in the
location of the dividing surfaces.

B. Path integral evaluation of the quantum instanton
rate

Since all the relevant quantities presented in the preced-
ing section include only the quantum Boltzmann operator,
they can readily be evaluated using imaginary time path in-
tegral Monte Carlo !PIMC"33–35 or molecular dynamics
!PIMD" techniques.36 To this end one first needs to derive a
set of statistical estimators for the relevant quantities, i.e.,
that of C ff(0), Cdd(0), and C̈dd(0) in Eqs. !2.2" and !2.7",
which has been thoroughly discussed in Paper II. Therefore
in the current work we only present the form of the resulting
path integral expressions that arise when one employs the
Cartesian Hamiltonian in Eq. !2.1".

We begin with the simplest quantity, Cdd(0), which can
be discretized according to the standard procedure37–39 to
give

Cdd!0 ""C# dr(1)# dr(2)¯# dr(P)(!+a!r(0)""(!+b!r(P/2)""exp#$)4!,r(s)/"$ , !2.10"

where C is a multiplicative constant, P the number of imaginary time slices, and r(s)"(r1
(s) ,r2

(s) , . . . ,rN
(s)) the Cartesian

coordinates of the system associated with the sth time slice. 4(,r(s)/) is the discretized action given by

4!,r(s)/""
P

2'2)2 %s"1

P

%
i"1

N

mi!ri
(s)$ri

(s$1)"2!
1
P %

s"1

P

V!r(s)", !2.11"

where r(0)"r(P) and ,r(s)/ represents ,r(1),r(2), . . . ,r(P)/. Path integral expressions for C ff(0) and C̈dd(0) are somewhat more
complicated but can be obtained in a straightforward manner. The appropriate expressions are

C ff!0 ""C# dr(1)# dr(2)¯# dr(P)(!+a!r(0)""(!+b!r(P/2)""exp#$)4!,r(s)/"$ f v!,r(s)/" !2.12"

with

f v!,r(s)/""$ iP
2') % 2 % i"1

N -i+a!r(0)"•!ri
(1)$ri

(P$1)"

!% i"1
N mi

$1!-i+a!r(0)""2
% i"1
N -i+b!r(P/2)"•!ri

(P/2!1)$ri
(P/2$1)"

!% i"1
N mi

$1!-i+b!r(P/2)""2
!2.13"

and

C̈dd!0 ""$
1
'2
C# dr(1)# dr(2)¯# dr(P)(!+a!r(0)""(!+b!r(P/2)""exp#$)4!,r(s)/"$,F!,r(s)/"2!G!,r(s)/"/, !2.14"

with

F!,r(s)/""$
P

'2)2 & %s"1

P/2

$ %
s"P/2!1

P ' %
i"1

N

mi!ri
(s)$ri

(s$1)"2!
2
P & %

s"1

P/2$1

$ %
s"P/2!1

P$1 ' V!r(s)" !2.15a"

and

G!,r(s)/""
2 f P
)2

$
4P

'2)3 %s"1

P

%
i"1

N

mi!ri
(s)$ri

(s$1)"2, !2.15b"

with f being the total number of degrees of freedom !i.e., f
"3N).

In actual calculations it is convenient to first rewrite kQI
in Eq. !2.2" as the product of two factors,

kQI"
Cdd!0 "

Qr
& C ff!0 "

Cdd!0 "

!&

2
'

(H' , !2.16"

where the first factor on the right-hand side is of the typical
form amenable to umbrella sampling40,41 since Cdd(0) is a
quantity associated with the top of the potential barrier while
Qr is that with the whole reactant space. In the present work,
therefore, we evaluate it using two-dimensional adaptive um-
brella sampling techniques42–44 to deal with the two separate
dividing surfaces.16 The second factor in Eq. !2.16", on the
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other hand, is determined by the ratios C ff(0)/Cdd(0) and
C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0) #via Eq. !2.7"$, which are directly calculable
as a constrained average over the same ensemble of paths.
This is because the path integral expressions in Eqs. !2.10",
!2.12", and !2.14" contain the common factor

(!+a!r(0)""(!+b!r(P/2)""exp#$)4!,r(s)/"$ , !2.17"

which serves as the importance function for path sampling.
Since the above factor contains the delta function, it may be
more advantageous to use path integral molecular dynamics
techniques36 because they can handle a hard constraint with-
out difficulty. When one employs path integral Monte Carlo
methods, on the other hand, it is convenient to utilize a series
of alternative path integral expressions that replace the strict
delta function by a Gaussian !see Appendix A of Paper II for
the details of the latter expressions".

III. APPLICATION TO THE GAS PHASE H¿CH4
REACTION

We now apply the quantum instanton model to the hy-
drogen abstraction reaction from methane by a hydrogen
atom,

H!CH4!H2!CH3 . !3.1"

The four methane hydrogens are treated in a symmetric man-
ner within the distinguishable particle approximation, which
is found to be rather straightforward in the path integral ap-
proach. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the
reaction. We employ the modified Jordan–Gilbert potential
surface constructed by Espinosa-Garcia31 that possesses a
fourfold symmetry with respect to the methane hydrogens, as
discussed in the Introduction. The quantum instanton rate in
Eq. !2.2" is evaluated using path integral Monte Carlo meth-
ods in combination with the alternative statistical estimators
that replace the delta function by its finite-width
counterpart.16 All the simulations are performed employing
the full-space Cartesian Hamiltonian in Eq. !2.1" !here N
"6) with no restrictions on the center of mass of the whole
system.

To proceed further, it is necessary to define a generalized
reaction coordinate s(r;+), where + is an adjustable param-
eter that shifts the location of the dividing surface #defined
by s(r;+)"0]. The essential strategy for defining s(r;+) is
the same as that described in Paper II, i.e., s(r;+) is defined
by linearly interpolating between two constituent reaction
coordinates s0(r) and s1(r) through the parameter +,

s!r;+"3+s1!r"!!1$+"s0!r". !3.2"

s1(r) in Eq. !3.2" is a reaction coordinate whose dividing
surface is designed to pass through the top of the classical
potential barrier, which is defined here as

s1!r""max,s5!r",s)!r",s*!r",s.!r"/ !3.3"

with sx(r) (x"5 ,) ,* ,.) being the reaction coordinate that
describes the abstraction process of one of the methane hy-
drogens Hx by the incident one H:

sx!r""r!C$Hx"$r!Hx$H"

$#r‡!C$Hx"$r‡!Hx$H"$ , !3.4"

where r(X$Y) denotes the interatomic distance between at-
oms X and Y and r‡(X$Y) its value at the transition state
geometry. With the definition in Eq. !3.3", s1(r) takes on
positive values when one of the methane hydrogens becomes
closer to the incident hydrogen. s0(r) in Eq. !3.2", on the
other hand, describes a dividing surface that is located far in
the asymptotic reactant valley, which is given by

s0!r""R6$(R(. !3.5"

Here R is the scattering vector that connects the incident
hydrogen and the center of mass of the methane. R6 is an
adjustable parameter that is chosen to be 9 Å in the present
calculation.

The switching parameter + in Eq. !3.2" is determined by
applying the stationary condition in Eq. !2.9". In the present
case Cdd(0) becomes a function of two parameters, +a and
+b , as follows:

Cdd!0;+a ,+b"3tr#e$)Ĥ/2(!s! r̂;+a""

%e$)Ĥ/2(!s! r̂;+b""$ , !3.6"

and thus one seeks a stationary point of Cdd(0;+a ,+b) in the
two-dimensional (+a ,+b) space to obtain the ‘‘optimal’’ val-
ues of the latter. Because Cdd(0;+a ,+b) is a quantity that
varies exponentially as a function of (+a ,+b), it is conve-
nient to define a quantum ‘‘free energy surface’’ as follows:16

F!+a ,+b""$kBT logCdd!0;+a ,+b", !3.7"

and locate the saddle point of F(+a ,+b) by visual inspection.
The global topography of the free energy surface thus ob-
tained for the title reaction !not shown here" is found to be
quite similar to that obtained for the reaction D!H2!DH
!H that was studied in Paper II; i.e., F(+a ,+b) exhibits a
barrierlike profile along the direction +̄3(+a!+b)/2 while it
grows approximately quadratically with the increase in the
absolute value of (+"+a$+b . We thus present only a por-
tion of the free energy surface around ( +̄ ,(+)"(1,0) !corre-
sponding to the top of the classical barrier" in Fig. 2, which

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the H!CH4!H2!CH3 reaction. Four
product channels associated with the individual methane hydrogens are il-
lustrated. The dashed lines indicate the dividing surface defined by s(r;+)
"0, where s(r;+) is the interpolative reaction coordinate given by Eq. !3.2".
In the quantum instanton model, two separate dividing surface characterized
by +"+a and +"+b are used.
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was obtained from adaptive umbrella sampling of imaginary
time paths as described in Sec. II B. From this figure it is
seen that at a higher temperature T"1000 K #Fig. 2!a"$ there
appears only a single saddle point at ( +̄ ,(+)"(1.02,0.0)
while at a lower temperature T"200 K #Fig. 2!b"$ the saddle

point bifurcates into a distinct pair at ( +̄ ,(+)"(1.1,
#0.35), which indicates the existence of non-negligible tun-
neling effects in the rate constant.13,16

Having obtained the ‘‘optimal’’ values of the (+a ,+b) at
each temperature, one can now compute the quantum instan-
ton rate by combining various information as in Eq. !2.16".
Table I lists the values of the relevant quantities, which were
obtained from essentially the same procedures as described
in Paper II. In the present path integral simulations, the num-
ber of imaginary time slices P was chosen to be 20 and 100
at temperatures T"1000 K and 200 K, respectively, while
3%107 Monte Carlo cycles were run to achieve &10% sta-
tistical convergence. We compare in Table II the resulting
rate constants, where three versions of the quantum instanton
rates are included: !i" the original quantum instanton rate kQI
in Eq. !2.2", !ii" the modified version kQI

mod that becomes ex-
act for a free particle and has been seen in general to give
better rates than kQI ,

kQI
mod"

1
Qr

C ff!0 "
!&

2
'

(H!!!&$& "/)
, !3.8"

and !iii" the ‘‘simplest’’ quantum instanton !SQI" rate kSQI ,

kSQI"
1
Qr

!&'

2 Cdd!0 ". !3.9"

The previous work13,16 has shown that kQI and kQI
mod give rate

constants within 10–30% of the exact values for several test
problems, while kSQI is somewhat less accurate !with devia-
tions up to 80%", although it has the advantage of being
simpler to apply to more complex reactions. Also listed in
Table II are two sets of experimental data45,46 and the canoni-
cal variational theory estimates with microcanonical opti-
mized multidimensional tunneling !CVT/7OMT".31 At the
present time, to our knowledge, there are no other theoretical
works to compare that employed the same potential surface.

Before proceeding, it should be pointed out that the
present potential surface constructed by Espinosa-Garcia31
utilizes the experimental forward rate of the title reaction in
its calibration process; i.e., some parameters in the potential
are adjusted so that the CVT/7OMT rates agree with the
experimental rate constants. It should therefore be considered

FIG. 2. Local topography of the quantum free energy surface defined by Eq.
!3.7" near the top of the barrier. !a" T"1000 K; !b" T"200 K. The cross
symbols show the location of the saddle points. The values of +a and +b at
the saddle points are used as input for computing the quantum instanton rate.
It is seen that the single saddle point observed at T"1000 K bifurcates into
a distinct pair at T"200 K, which indicates the existence of non-negligible
tunneling effects in the rate at the latter temperature.

TABLE I. Various quantities obtained for the H!CH4!H2!CH3 reaction using path integral Monte Carlo
methods. A modified and recalibrated version of the Jordan-Gilbert potential surface is used !Ref. 31". (+a

‡ ,+b
‡)

is the saddle point of the quantum free energy surface defined by Eq. !3.7". All the values are given in atomic
units. Figures in parentheses refer to powers of 10.

T !K" (+a
‡ ,+b

‡) Cdd(0)/Qr C ff(0)/Cdd(0) (H

200 !0.93, 1.28" 8.75($14) 1.99($3) 2.64($3)
300 !1.05, 1.05" 2.00($10) 2.42($3) 3.02($3)
400 !1.05, 1.05" 1.72($8) 2.19($3) 2.95($3)
500 !1.04, 1.04" 2.72($7) 2.37($3) 3.32($3)
600 !1.03, 1.03" 1.71($6) 2.64($3) 3.85($3)
700 !1.02, 1.02" 7.36($6) 2.94($3) 4.09($3)
800 !1.02, 1.02" 2.27($5) 3.17($3) 4.57($3)
900 !1.02, 1.02" 5.79($5) 3.46($3) 4.85($3)
1000 !1.02, 1.02" 1.23($4) 3.76($3) 5.20($3)
2000 !1.00, 1.00" 5.11($3) 6.75($3) 1.00($2)
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as partially by construction that the CVT/7OMT rate in
Table II fits in the middle of the two experimental values.

Now comparing the three versions of the quantum in-
stanton rates in Table II, we find that the modified version,
kQI
mod , is in general smaller than the original version kQI by
10–20%, while the simplest version, kSQI , becomes greater
than kQI by 30–50%. This tendency is quite similar to that
observed in the previous work,13,16 and we thus expect that
kQI
mod provides the best estimate of the rate among the three.
Next, comparison of kQI

mod with the experimental rates shows
that they are in good agreement within the uncertainty of the
latter; more specifically, kQI

mod is much closer to the rates ob-
tained by Baulch et al.45 than those by Sutherland et al.,46
which is evident in the Arrhenius plot in Fig. 3. On the other
hand, kQI

mod agrees with the CVT/7OMT rates within 810%
for the temperature range T"600–2000 K, but becomes
somewhat larger than the latter as the temperature is de-

creased !e.g., the deviation becomes 30% and 55% for T
"500 and 300 K, respectively". The exact rate constant cor-
responding to the present potential surface is not available at
the present time and so it is difficult to make a rigorous
discussion on the accuracy of the rates, but it should be noted
that the differences between kQI

mod and the CVT/7OMT rates
are much smaller than the uncertainty of the experimental
data. Therefore, the present result lends support to the accu-
racy of the present potential surface,31 particularly in view of
the fact that the title reaction is of a ‘‘direct’’ nature !i.e.,
exhibits little recrossings of thermal wave packets" and both
the quantum instanton model and the CVT/7OMT method
are expected to give rather accurate rates.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The primary goal of this paper has been to show how the
previously developed path integral methodology can be ex-
tended to treat more complex reactions, such as H!CH4
!H2!CH3 , using atomic Cartesian coordinates. This is an
essential feature for treating more complex reactions in clus-
ters or condensed phase environments. The resulting rates,
therefore include overall rotational effects of the whole sys-
tem in a unified manner, thereby avoiding the use of sepa-
rable rotation approximations. Although the current approach
seems rather straightforward to apply to more complex reac-
tions, further testing is necessary to validate its accuracy and
applicability in more general situations.

The quantum instanton model does involve approxima-
tions, suggested by previous applications to simple bench-
mark reactions to be a relative error of no more than
#820% in the rate constant over a wide temperature range.
This level of accuracy is sufficient to establish a rather close
connection between the underlying potential energy surface
of the molecular system and experimental measurements. In
the present case, for example, the calculated rates are in
much better agreement with one set of experimental data
than with those of another experiment. To claim that the
former experimental results are therefore the ‘‘right’’ ones,

TABLE II. Comparison among theoretical and experimental rate constants obtained for the H!CH4!H2
!CH3 reaction. The data in Table I are combined to obtain the three versions of the quantum instanton rates
#the original version kQI in Eq. !2.2", the modified version kQI

mod in Eq. !3.8", and the ‘‘simplest’’ version kSQI in
Eq. !3.9"$. kCVT/7OMT is the canonical variational theory with microcanonical optimized multidimensional
tunneling !CVT/7OMT" rate constant !Ref. 31". kexpt is the experimental Arrhenius fits. All the rate constants
are given in cm3 s$1 molecule$1. Figures in parentheses refer to powers of 10.

T !K" kQI kQI
mod kSQI kCVT/7OMT kexpta kexptb

200 3.59($22) 3.30($22) 4.75($22) 2.87($22) 3.36($23)
300 8.68($19) 7.80($19) 1.09($18) 5.03($19) 8.20($19) 1.86($19)
400 6.92($17) 6.00($17) 9.32($17) 4.16($17) 5.66($17) 1.82($17)
500 1.05($15) 9.00($16) 1.48($15) 6.96($16) 8.35($16) 3.33($16)
600 6.38($15) 5.42($15) 9.29($15) 5.00($15) 5.56($15) 2.57($15)
700 2.87($14) 2.40($14) 3.99($14) 2.31($14) 1.19($14)
800 8.55($14) 7.13($14) 1.23($13) 6.72($14) 7.10($14) 4.00($14)
900 2.24($13) 1.85($13) 3.14($13) 1.78($13) 1.07($13)
1000 4.84($13) 3.97($13) 6.68($13) 3.58($13) 3.82($13) 2.43($13)
2000 1.87($11) 1.52($11) 2.78($11) 1.70($11) 2.31($11) 1.96($11)

aFrom Ref. 45: k(T)"2.18%10$20T3.0 exp($4045/T).
bFrom Ref. 46: k(T)"6.78%10$21T3.156 exp($4406/T).

FIG. 3. Arrhenius plot of the thermal rate constant for the H!CH4!H2
!CH3 reaction. The solid line is the quantum instanton rate #specifically the
modified version kQI

mod in Eq. !3.8"$. The open squares are the results of the
canonical variational theory with microcanonical optimized multidimen-
sional tunneling !CVT/7OMT" rate constant !Ref. 31". Dotted and dashed
lines are the Arrhenius fits of the experimental data from Refs. 45 and 46,
respectively.
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however, would required a more thorough study to verify the
accuracy of the potential energy surface that we have em-
ployed.
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APPENDIX: THE ASYMPTOTIC VALUE OF Cdd„0…ÕQR
FOR GAS-PHASE REACTIONS

For an N-atom gas-phase reaction one may compute the
value of Cdd(0)/Qr in Eq. !2.16" !here defined in the labo-
ratory frame" via a two-step procedure as

Cdd!0;+a
‡ ,+b

‡"

Qr
"
Cdd!0;+a

0 ,+b
0"

Qr

Cdd!0;+a
‡ ,+b

‡"

Cdd!0;+a
0 ,+b

0"
, !A1"

where we have parametrized Cdd(0) by (+a ,+b) as described
in Sec. III. Here (+a

‡ ,+b
‡) represents the value of (+a ,+b) that

satisfies the stationary condition in Eq. !2.9", and (+a
0 ,+b

0) is
set to !0, 0" by definition. The second factor on the right-
hand side of Eq. !A1" is obtained numerically, e.g., by use of
umbrella sampling techniques, while the first factor can be
obtained analytically as follows. First we note the relation

Cdd!0;+a
0 ,+b

0"

Qr
"
1
Qr
tr#e$)Ĥ/2(!s!r;+a

0""e$)Ĥ/2(!s!r;+b
0""$

"
1

Q trans
tr#e$)T̂R /2(!R6$(R("

%e$)T̂R /2(!R6$(R("$ !A2"

with

(!R6$(R("".!R6$(R("!%
i"1

N 1
mi

$ 0(R(
0ri

% 2, !A3"

where Ĥ is the Cartesian Hamiltonian in Eq. !2.1", and T̂R is
the kinetic energy operator for the relative translational mo-
tion of two reacting molecules, i.e., T̂R"p̂R

2 /27R with the
scattering vector R and its reduced mass 7R given by

R"
% i
(1)miri

% i
(1)mi

$
% i
(2)miri

% i
(2)mi

, !A4"

and 7R"(% i
(1)mi)(% i

(2)mi)/% i"1
N mi , respectively, where

% i
(k) represents the sum over atoms in the kth reacting mol-

ecule !for example, in the title reaction k"1 and 2 corre-
spond to the incident hydrogen and the methane, respec-
tively". Q trans in Eq. !A2" is given by (7R /2&'2))3/2. Notice
that the effect of the center of mass of the whole system has
been canceled explicitly to obtain the second equality of Eq.
!A2". To obtain an analytical expression for the latter, one
first needs to evaluate the quantity in the square root in Eq.

!A3", which can readily be performed by considering the
transformation of the original Cartesian coordinates to a set
of Jacobi vectors,47

,r1 ,r2 ,. . . ,rN/!,!1 ,!2 ,. . . ,!N/. !A5"

Here we choose !N to be the center of mass of the whole
system, !N$1 the scattering vector connecting two reacting
molecules #i.e., R in Eq. !A4"$, and !i (19i9N$2) is the
remaining relative vectors. With the above definitions, the
factor inside the square root in Eq. !A3" is simplified as

%
i"1

N 1
mi

$ 0(R(
0ri

% 2"%
i"1

N 1
7 i

$ 0(!N$1(
0!i

% 2" 1
7R
, !A6"

where ,7 i/ are the reduced masses associated with ,!i/, with
7N"% i"1

N mi and 7N$1"7R , and we have used the fact that
the transformation of the mass-weighted coordinates,

,!m1r1 ,!m2r2 ,. . . ,!mNrN/

!,!71!1 ,!72!2 ,. . . ,!7N!N/, !A7"

is orthogonal irrespective of the specific choice of the rela-
tive vectors.47 It then immediately follows from Eq. !A6"
that the analytical expression for Cdd(0;+a

0 ,+b
0)/Qr presented

in Paper II,

Cdd!0;+a
0 ,+b

0"

Qr
"
4R6

2

' $ 2&

7R) % 1/2, !A8"

remains valid.
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